
Junior Texas Thespians Regional Festival Ballot 2022 
 

Judge’s Printed Name:______________________________________________ 
 
Session Number:   1      2     3     4  N/A   Room Number: __________ 

COMEDIC OR DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE 
 
School _________________________________________________  Speaker/Presenter # ____________ 
 
Troupe Number _______________                                                   Did the time exceed 2 minutes? Y or N 
 
Title of  Selection ______________________________________________________________________  
 
Author of  Selection ____________________________________________________________________  
 

This is an individual event where the selection must be from a published work from an age (and community) 
appropriate play. Students must perform their piece memorized as written. There are no props or costumes 
allowed, students are allowed to use 1 chair which will be provided. Characterization, creativity, story, and 

movement are key judging criteria. A memorized introduction stating the title and character is required. Time 
limit is 2 minutes, not including an introduction. 

 
EVALUATION:     5     Superior 4     Excellent 3     Good 2     Fair  1     Needs Work 
 
ORIGINAL SELECTION       __________ 
Does the performed material fit the requirements?  
Is the performance age appropriate and interesting?  
Did the speaker understand the selection, as evidenced by his/her performance? 
 
INTRODUCTION        __________ 
Was the contestant enthusiastic?   
Does the contestant give appropriate introductory information, including School, Title, and Author? 
 
PHYSICAL CONTROL        
Is the speaker poised?  Do gestures enhance the interpretation?      __________ 
Does the speaker have appropriate focus? 
Does the movement enhance the performance? 
 
VOCAL 
Is there vocal variety?  Are words pronounced correctly and well-articulated?  __________ 
Is there tempo, pitch, tone, and clear emotional variety? 
Does the actor utilize distinct vocal choices? 
 
INTERPRETATION 
Did the speaker understand the selection, as evidenced by his/her performance?  __________ 
Is there a clear theme and storyline in the performance? 
Is there a clear conflict in the performance?  
 
COMPLETE PRESENTATION       __________ 
Is the performance polished and well-rehearsed? 
 
        TOTAL  __________ 
Notes for Performer: 
 
 
 
     Highest Lowest 
Rank in Round:        1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8   (Circle One) 
 
Judge's Signature:  _________________________________________________  


	COMPLETE PRESENTATION       __________

